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1. What is R?
R is an open-source environment for statistical computing and visualisation. It is based on
the S language developed at Bell Laboratories in the 1980’s, and is the product of an active
movement among statisticians for a powerful, programmable, portable, and open computing
environment, applicable to the most complex and sophisticated problems, as well as “routine”
analysis, without any restrictions on access or use.
R is free software with an open-source licence. You can download it from http://www.rproject.org and it should be easy to install on any computer (see the instructions at the
website). Books and online tutorials are available to help you learn to use R.
In addition to the basic R system, the R website also offers many add-on modules (‘libraries’
or ‘packages’) contributed by users. At the moment of writing this tutorial, there are more
than 1500 packages listed on the CRAN Website (Comprehensive R Archive Network) for
download (see cran.r-project.org under ‘Packages’), which have been added since 1996, the
starting year of the project.
A short description of the packages useful for handling and analysing spatial data can be
found at cran.r-project.org/web/views/Spatial.html. These packages include:
ads
spatial point pattern analysis
DCluster
detecting clusters in spatial count data
fields
curve and function fitting
geoR
model-based geostatistical methods
geoRglm
model-based geostatistical methods
GeoXB
interactive spatial exploratory data analysis
grasp
spatial prediction
gstat
modelling, prediction and simulation of geostatistical data
maptools
geographical information systems
rgdal
interface to GDAL geographical data analysis
sp
base library for some spatial data analysis packages
spatclus
detecting clusters in spatial point pattern data
spatialCovariance spatial covariance for data on grids
spatialkernel interpolation and segregation of point patterns
spatstat
Spatial point pattern analysis and modelling
spBayes
Gaussian spatial process MCMC (grid data)
spdep
spatial statistics for variables observed at fixed sites
spgwr
geographically weighted regression
splancs
spatial and space-time point pattern analysis
spsurvey
spatial survey methods
trip
analysis of spatial trip data
But this large number of packages as well as the general concept of R offers not only
advantages. As any developer can add his or her own specialized package one of the major
drawbacks is the use of many different data structures, which makes its sometimes difficult to
use the same data in different packages. At least some conversion is needed. As there is no
“R evaluation board” for new packages, you can’t be sure that these packages are always
“bug free”. And finally, the command based user interface is not very user friendly for
occasional users.
There is also a commercial alternative, which is S-Plus from insight (www.insightful.com),
which offers beside a GUI also the usually maintenance and support for commercial
products.
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2. General concepts of R
2.1.

User interface

After installing R and starting the program, all what you get is a console window. Here, after
the prompt symbol >, you have to key in your commands for direct communication with R.
After typing the command and pressing the ENTER key, your command will be processed. If
there is any textual output of your command, it will be
directly shown after your command. If there is any
graphical output generated by R, a new window will pop
up. Examples:
> sin(5)
[1] -0.9589243
> plot(sin, -pi, 2*pi)
Attention: R is case-sensitive, thus you have to be
careful, in particular if a mixed spelling is used (e.g.
readAsciiGrid()).

2.2.

Getting help

Both the base R system and contributed packages have extensive help. You can use the
Help menu and navigate to the method you want to understand. You can also get help to any
method using the help method (or its short form ?)
> ? plot
> help(plot)
You will get a text page with explanations, that is a short description of the purpose, the
usage (i.e. the exact syntax), an explanation of the arguments, some details about the
implementation, and last but not least some examples.
If you don’t know the method name, you can search the help for relevant methods using the
help.search method:
> help.search(“plot”)

2.3.

Objects, classes and methods

R is an “object-oriented” language. A dataset with some kind of structure on it (e.g. a data
frame table, a time series, a point pattern) is treated as a single object. In the following
command for instance a table is read into the “object” t. The dataset t can be manipulated as
if it were a single object
> t<-read.table("trees_small.csv",sep=",",header=TRUE,dec=".")
> summary(t)
Each object in R is identified as belonging to a particular type or class depending on its
structure, e.g. t is an object of class data frame:
> class(t)
[1] "data.frame"
Standard operations, such as printing, plotting, or listing the summary, are defined separately
for each class of object.
For instance, typing summary(t) invokes the generic command summary. Depending on the
class of “t” a special method for summarizing will be invoked. It is said that the summary
command is dispatched to the method summary.data.frame For instance,
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> s<-t
> coordinates(s)<-~x+y
will first copy the data frame t to s. By the second line, the columns x and y will be defined as
coordinates, so s is no longer just a data frame object but a spatial points data frame
(defined in the sp package).
> class(s)
[1] "SpatialPointsDataFrame"
attr(,"package")
[1] "sp"
The summaries of the two objects t and s will be different.
A more detailed general introduction can be found in W. N. Venables and D. M. Smith 1 or
D.G. Rossiter 2 .

3. Data Structures and Data Input
Many R-packages have their own data structures, optimized for the purpose of the particular
package, and encapsulated in particular objects.
Before input the data, we have to know some basics of these data structures.

3.1.

General data structures

General data structures are vectors, matrices, lists, and data frames.
> a <- seq(10)
> a
[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
the function sequence (seq) will return a vector with the integer elements 1 to 10.
To see the underlying structure, the structure function (str()) can be used:
>str(s)
int [1:10] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Any element or group of elements in an array can be accessed by using subscripts, with the
select array elements operator ([]):
> a[1]
[1] 1
> a[1:3]
[1] 1 2 3
> a[c(1,10)]
[1] 1 10
In the last example concatenate (c()) has been used. Concatenate, or “make a chain” makes
a list out of its arguments.
On data structures, a lot of functions are defined, for example
1

W. N. Venables, D. M. Smith, 2008: An Introduction to R, http://cran.rproject.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf

2

D.G. Rossiter, 2007: Introduction to the R Project for Statistical Computing
for use at ITC, http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Rossiter-RIntro-ITC.pdf
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> sort(a,decreasing=TRUE)
[1] 10 9 8 7 6 5 4
> summary(a)
Min.
1st Qu.
1.00
3.25

3

Median
5.50

2

Mean

1

3rd Qu.
Max.
5.50
7.75

10.00

A list is an arbitrary collection of other objects, which may have a complex structure on their
own. For example, scan() will read items from the console into a list and sort()with the option
index=TRUE will return a list with two objects, the sorted array and the ordering index array.
> s<-scan()
1: 1 3 6 2 8 4 9 10 5 7
11:
Read 10 items
> ss<-sort(s,decreasing=TRUE,index=TRUE)
> str(ss)
List of 2
$ x : num [1:10] 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
$ ix: int [1:10] 8 7 5 10 3 9 6 2 4 1
A matrix is just a two dimensional array; higher dimensions are possible as well. A two
dimensional array can be specified by adding the dimensions by the dim() function to a one
dimensional array:
> am<-c(45,78,45,4,34,22,99,39,67)
> am
[1] 45 78 45 4 34 22 99 39 67
> dim(am)
NULL
> dim(am)<-c(3,3)
> am
[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,]
45
4
99
[2,]
78
34
39
[3,]
45
22
67
> dim(am)
[1] 3 3
The matrix has been build in the column-major order, to change just use the transpose of the
matrix:
> amt<-t(am)
> amt
[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,]
45
78
45
[2,]
4
34
22
[3,]
99
39
67
A new matrix can also be created with the matrix method, which in its simplest form fills a
matrix of the specified dimensions (rows, columns) with the value of its first argument:
> m<-matrix(1:15,5,3,byrow=T)
> m
[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,]
1
2
3
[2,]
4
5
6
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[3,]
[4,]
[5,]

7
10
13

8
11
14

9
12
15

Again the subscript function [] can be used to access elements, rows, and columns:
> m[1,]
[1] 1 2 3
> m[,1]
[1] 1 4 7 10 13
> m[1,1]
[1] 1
For reading the elements of an array from a file (or the console as standard input device) the
scan() function can be used as well. Remember, that the file is expected to be located in the
current working directory. With the setwd() function the current working directory can be set:
> setwd("c:/temp")
> m<-scan("data.txt")
Read 9 items
> m
[1] 45 78 45 4 34 22 99 39 67
> dim(m)<-c(3,3)
> m
[1,]
[2,]
[3,]

[,1] [,2] [,3]
45
4
99
78
34
39
45
22
67

The fundamental data structure for statistical modelling is the data frame. This can be
thought of as matrix where the rows are the cases, called observations, and the columns the
variables. In standard database terminology these are records and fields, respectively. Rows
are generally accessed by the row number and columns by the name of the variable. For
reading of a data frame, read.table() can be used. There are several options to consider the
structure of the text file.
> t<-read.table("trees_small.csv",sep=",",header=TRUE,dec=".")
> str(t)
'data.frame':
25 obs. of 5 variables:
$ x
: num 3431006 3431031 3430979 3431004 3431030 ...
$ y
: num 5304021 5304020 5303995 5303994 5303992 ...
$ type : int 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 2 2 2 ...
$ damage: int 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 ...
$ age
: int 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 ...
You can get a first short overview of the data using the summary() method:
> summary(t)
x
y
type
damage
Min.
:3430872
Min.
:5303889
Min.
:2.00
Min.
:1.00
1st Qu.:3430951
1st Qu.:5303914
1st Qu.:2.00
1st Qu.:1.00
Median :3431000
Median :5303940
Median :2.00
Median :2.00
Mean
:3430984
Mean
:5303946
Mean
:2.84
Mean
:1.92
3rd Qu.:3431027
3rd Qu.:5303967
3rd Qu.:2.00
3rd Qu.:3.00
Max.
:3431054
Max.
:5304021
Max.
:9.00
Max.
:4.00
age
Min.
:0.00
1st Qu.:0.00
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Median :6.00
Mean
:3.36
3rd Qu.:6.00
Max.
:6.00

3.2.

GIS formats

3.2.1.

Vector formats

Here we are interested of using R in the context of GIS. So we need to know how to import
and export data from GIS to R and vice versa. There are mainly two vector formats for which
R packages exist:
ArcGIS using the (old) shape format (maptools and shapefiles packages)
GRASS (spgrass6 package)
Using the OGR 3 package, some additional formats and spatial databases are supported like
GML, KML, Mapinfo, Microstation DGN, ESRI ArcSDE and Personal Geodatabase, Informix
Datablade, Oracle Spatial , MySQL, just to mention a few. The OGR Simple Features Library
is a C++ open source library (and commandline tools) providing read (and sometimes write)
access to a variety of vector file formats. For R , the package rgdal offers an interface to
OGR and GDAL.
One problem of the spatial R packages is that they are using their own objects, which are not
directly compatible with the base R data structures. So usually you have first to convert them.
Before using an additional package, we have first to load it using the library() function.
Example reading a point shape file:
> library(maptools)
> p<-readShapePoints("soil_pH",proj4string=CRS("+init=epsg:31467"))
> str(p)
Formal class 'SpatialPointsDataFrame' [package "sp"] with 5 slots
..@ data
:'data.frame': 464 obs. of 1 variable:
.. ..$ pH: num [1:464] 7.93 6.14 6.25 6.18 5.94 ...
.. ..- attr(*, "data_types")= chr "F"
..@ coords.nrs : num(0)
..@ coords
: num [1:464, 1:2] 3430967 3434257 3433812 3433978
3434051 ...
.. ..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
.. .. ..$ : NULL
.. .. ..$ : chr [1:2] "coords.x1" "coords.x2"
..@ bbox
: num [1:2, 1:2] 3429789 5297873 3435800 5304203
.. ..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
.. .. ..$ : chr [1:2] "coords.x1" "coords.x2"
.. .. ..$ : chr [1:2] "min" "max"
..@ proj4string:Formal class 'CRS' [package "sp"] with 1 slots
.. .. ..@ projargs: chr "+init=epsg:31467"
An object of the type SpatialPointsDataFrame (from the sp package) has been created. It
has 5 slots:
- data as a data frame object holding the attributive data from the dbf file
- cords.nr (for internal use) the number of columns from which the coordinates have been
taken
- coords a matrix with the coordinates
- bbox the bounding box, i.e. min and max values of the coordinates
3

http://www.gdal.org/ogr/
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- proj4string with information about the coordinate system
All the slots can be accessed using the “@” operator, e.g.
> p@proj4string
CRS arguments: +init=epsg:31467
The columns can be accessed directly using the column name, e.g.
> p$pH[1:5]
[1] 7.93421 6.14120 6.25465 6.17988 5.93534
whereas the coordinates and the bounding box can be retrieved using methods:
> coordinates(p)[1:5,]
coords.x1 coords.x2
[1,]
3430967
5304092
[2,]
3434257
5301389
[3,]
3433812
5301288
[4,]
3433978
5301251
[5,]
3434051
5301168
> bbox(p)
min
max
coords.x1 3429789 3435800
coords.x2 5297873 5304203
As many R methods are not aware of sp classes; for these the data can be converted to just a
data frame necessary with the as.data.frame() method:
> str(as.data.frame(p))
'data.frame':
464 obs. of 3 variables:
$ pH
: num 7.3 6.1 6.2 6.1 5.9 7.2 5.5 5.6 6.7 5.9 ...
$ coords.x1: num 3430967 3434257 3433812 3433978 3434051 ...
$ coords.x2: num 5304092 5301389 5301288 5301251 5301168 ...

3.2.2.

Raster formats

Main formats to exchange raster data are the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), or with
additional georeference information in the header of the file, geoTIFF, and ASCIIGrid format.
Later is just a simple text file with some information about the size, resolution and location of
the grid in the header, followed by the list of the grid values.
For example
> library(rgdal)
> dem<-readGDAL("dem.tif",p4s=("+init=epsg:31467"))
> spplot(dem, col.regions=grey(0:100/100))
will read the dem.tif into a SpatialGridDataFrame object of
the sp package and plot it in grey values.
For reading an ascii-grid, we have to use the maptools
library:
> dem<-readAsciiGrid("dem.txt",
+ proj4string=CRS("+init=epsg:31467"))

Figure 1: Plot of the DEM
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4. Spatial Analysis with R
As there are so many spatial packages, we will just pick out to applications: interpolation of
point data based on kriging and point pattern analyses.

4.1.

Geostatistics

Geostatistical data are data (measurements) collected at known locations in space,
from a function (process) that has a value at every location in a certain domain.
These data (or some transform of them) are modelled as the sum of a constant or
varying trend and a spatially correlated residual. Given a model for the trend, and
under some stationarity assumptions, geostatistical modelling involves the estimation
of the spatial correlation. Geostatistical prediction (`kriging') is finding the best linear
unbiased prediction (the expected value) with its prediction error for a variable at a
location, given observations and a model for their spatial variation. Simulation of a
spatial variable is the creation of randomly drawn realizations of a field given a model
for the data, possibly conditioned on observations.
4.1.1.

The gstat package

gstat is an open source (GPL) computer code for multivariable geostatistical modelling,
prediction and simulation, and has been around from 1997. In the original form, gstat is a
stand-alone executable, interfaced to various GIS. As of 2003, the gstat functionality is also
available as an S extension, either as R package or S-Plus library.
gstat can calculate sample variograms, fit valid models, show variograms, calculate (pseudo)
cross variograms, fit valid linear models of coregionalization, and calculate and fit directional
variograms and variogram models (anisotropy coefficients are not fitted automatically).
Kriging and (sequential) conditional simulation are done under (simplifications of) the
universal cokriging model. Any number of variables may be spatially cross-correlated. Each
variable may have its own number of trend functions specified (being coordinates, or socalled external drift variables). Simplifications of this model include ordinary and simple
kriging, ordinary or simple cokriging, universal kriging, external drift kriging, Gaussian
conditional or unconditional simulation or cosimulation. In addition, variables may share trend
coefficients (e.g. for collocated cokriging).

4.1.2.

Short introduction to Kriging 4

The idea of kriging
Kriging is a group of geostatistical techniques to interpolate the value of a random field (e.g.,
the elevation of the landscape as a function of the geographic location) at an unobserved
location from observations of its value at nearby locations. The advantage of statistical
methods for interpolation is that not only the interpolated surface is calculated but also its
variance. So the user gets an idea about the accuracy of the interpolation results.
Kriging techniques interpolate the value Z(x0) of a random field Z(x) (e.g. the elevation Z of
the landscape as a function of the geographic location x) at an unobserved location x0 from
observations zi = Z ( xi ), i = 1,..., n of the random field at nearby locations x1,…,xn. Kriging
computes the best linear unbiased estimator Zˆ ( x 0 ) of Z(x0) based on a stochastic model of
the spatial dependence quantified either by the variogram γ(x,y) or by expectation μ(x) =
E[Z(x)] and the covariance function c(x,y) of the random field.
4

see wikipedia
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The kriging estimator is given by a linear combination
n

Zˆ ( x0 ) = ∑ wi Z ( xi )
i =1

i = 1,..., n chosen such that the
variance (also called kriging variance or kriging error):

of the observed values zi = Z(xi) with weights wi ( x0 ),

is minimized subject to the unbiasedness condition:

The kriging variance must not be confused with the variance

of the kriging predictor Zˆ ( x 0 ) itself.
Depending on the stochastic properties of the random field different types of kriging apply.
The type of kriging determines the linear constraint on the weights wi implied by the
unbiasedness condition; i.e. the linear constraint, and hence the method for calculating the
weights depends upon the type of kriging.
Types of kriging
Simple kriging is mathematically the simplest, but the least general. It assumes the
expectation of the random field to be known, and relies on a covariance function. However, in
most applications neither the expectation nor the covariance are known beforehand. The
practical assumptions for the application of simple kriging are:
• wide sense stationarity of the field (i.e. constant mean and the covariance of two
locations only depends on the distance).
• The expectation is zero everywhere: μ(x) = 0.
• Known covariance function c(x,y) = Cov(Z(x),Z(y))
Ordinary kriging is the most commonly used type of kriging. It assumes a constant but
unknown mean. The typical assumptions for the practical application of ordinary kriging are:
• wide sense stationarity of the field
• enough observations to estimate the variogram.
The mathematical condition for applicability of ordinary kriging are:
• The mean E[Z(x)] = μ is unknown but constant
• The variogram γ(x,y) = E[(Z(x) − Z(y))2] of Z(x) is known. The knowledge of the
variogram is much weaker than knowing the covariance function, as the variogram can be
approximated empirically (empirical variogram).
Universal kriging assumes a general linear trend model, IRFk-kriging assumes μ(x) to be
an unknown polynomial in x. Indicator kriging uses indicator functions instead of the
process itself, in order to estimate transition probabilities. In co-kriging a second data set is
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used to predict the values of the first one, i.e. similar behaviour of the two data sets is
assumed, but the number of samples is usual different.
The variogram
The most common used kriging method is the ordinary kriging. For the ordinary kriging, the
weights for the interpolation, i.e. the variogram function, are considered as known. So in a
practical application, we have first to determine the variogram function.

What does a variogram represent? Consider two synthetic data sets 5 ; we will call them A and B.
Some common descriptive statistics for these two data sets are given in the following table.
count
average
standard deviation
median
10 percentile
90 percentile

A
15251
100.00
20.00
100.35
73.89
125.61

B
15251
100.00
20.00
100.92
73.95
124.72

The histograms for these two data sets are given in the following figure. According to this evidence the
two data sets are almost identical.

Figure 2: Histogram Dataset A

Histogram Dataset B

However, these two data sets are significantly different in ways that are not captured by the common
descriptive statistics and histograms. As can be seen by comparing the associated contour plots, data
set A is rougher than data set B. Note that we can not say that data set A is "more variable" than data
set B, since the standard deviations for the two data sets are the same, as are the magnitudes of
highs and lows. The visually apparent difference between these two data sets is one of texture and not
variability.

Figure 3: Data Set A contour plot
Data set B contour plot
In particular, data set A changes more rapidly in space than does data set B. The continuous high
zones (red patches) and continuous low zones (blue patches) are, on the average, smaller for data set

5

this example has been taken from: Randal Barnes, Golden Software, Inc.: Variogram Tutorial.
http://www.goldensoftware.com/variogramTutorial.pdf
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A than for data set B. Such differences can have a significant impact on sample design, site
characterization, and spatial prediction in general.
It is not surprising that the common descriptive statistics and the histograms fail to identify, let alone
quantify, the textural difference between these two example data sets. Common descriptive statistics
and histograms do not incorporate the spatial locations of data into their defining computations.
The variogram is a quantitative descriptive statistic that can be graphically represented in a manner
which characterizes the spatial continuity (i.e. roughness) of a data set. The (empirical) variograms for
these two data sets are shown in Figure. The difference in the initial slope of the curves is apparent.

Figure 4: Variogram of Dataset A

Variogram of Dataset B

For observations zi, i=1,…,n at locations x1,…,xn the empirical variogram

γˆ (h) =

1
N ( h)

∑z

i
( i , j )∈N ( h )

−zj

γˆ (h) is defined as:

2

range

Figure 5: A typical variogram with nugget, range and sill

N(h) denotes the set of pairs of observation i,j placed at an approximate distance of h, and
| N(h) | is the number of pairs in the set. The lag distance h is not exactly defined and typically
where

implemented by a certain tolerance. For observations from a stationary random field the empirical
variogram with lag tolerance 0 is an unbiased estimator of the theoretical variogram.
A typical variogram is given in Figure 5. To describe the form of variogram the terms nugget, range
and sill (or partial sill) are used.
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Nugget effect: Though the value of the variogram for h = 0 is strictly 0, several factors, such as
sampling error and short scale variability, may cause sample values separated by extremely small
distances to be quite dissimilar. This causes a discontinuity at the origin of the variogram. The vertical
jump from the value of 0 at the origin to the value of the variogram at extremely small separation
distances is called the nugget effect.
Range: The distance of two pairs increase, the variogram of those two pairs also increase. Eventually,
the increase of the distance can not cause the variogram increase. The distance which cause the
variogram reach plateau is called range.
Sill: The maximum variogram value which is the plateau of Figure 5. Sometimes as parameter the
partial sill is used, which is the sill minis the nugget.
Some remarks concerning the lag size:
The Lag is the vector that separates any 2 locations. Being a vector, the lag has both a distance and
direction. In an effort to uncover a variogram's structure, similar lags are grouped together (i.e., pairs
of points aligned in roughly the same direction and roughly the same distance from each other) into
bins. Lag size is the width (distance) of the bins into which these vectors are grouped.
For example, if a lag size is set to 10, then the first bin will display (as variogram dots) the average
variogram values for all lags = 0 to 10 in length, the second bin will show all those from 10-20 in
length, and so on, for the total number of lags (or bins) specified.
There are no set rules for determining what lag size should be used. It is the craft of the researcher,
their knowledge of the phenomenon they are analyzing, and the reason(s) for modelling a variogram
that help to determine the appropriate lag size.
Consider what happens when we take lag size to its extremes. A lag size = 0 will produce a variogram
cloud that perfectly displays all possible pairings, but makes interpretation of the variogram structure
difficult. At a lag size = infinity (or a distance at least as large as the maximum distance between any
two samples), we get one value represented by a single point that represents the average distance
and average variogram value for all sample pairings. Selecting an appropriate lag size between these
extremes will allow for the creation of a manageable semivariogram to aid in interpretation.
In most cases you would like to have as many pairs of points as possible represented in any one
variogram point. The
more pairs a variogram
point contains, the more it
is of the sample values
overall. More pairs per
variogram point, however,
means a wider bin, and a
wider
lag
distance
typically results in less
structure for the first
points in a variogram.
There are two rules of
Figure 6: Functions for variogram fitting
thumb for selecting a lag
size:
1. Have at least 30-50 pairs minimum for any one variogram point. Smaller bins or lag size means less
pairs and probably better structure, but too small a bin or lag size typically introduces more noise into
the variogram.
2. Multiply the lag size by the number of lags, which should be about half the largest distance among
all points.
When combined with a nugget effect, one of three models is adequate for most data sets: the linear,
the exponential, and the spherical models. Examples of these three models are shown in Figure 6.
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If the experimental variogram never levels out, then the linear model is usually appropriate. If the
experimental variogram levels out, but is "curvy" all the way up, then the exponential model should be
considered. If the experimental variogram starts out straight, then bends over sharply and levels out,
the spherical model is a good first choice.

Steps for interpolation with kriging
With the explanations above, here the necessary steps for an interpolation of data using
ordinary kriging:
- explore the data to get an idea about appropriate trend, lag size and lag direction
- calculate from the sample points an empirical variogram
- fit a function to this empirical variogram
- interpolate by predicting unknown values using the fitted function for calculating the
weights
- validate the result

4.2.

Point Pattern Analysis with R

4.2.1.

The spatstat package

spatstat is an R library for the statistical analysis of spatial data, mainly spatial point patterns. It is one
of the largest contributed packages available for R, with about 300 user-level functions and a 500page manual.

A point pattern dataset gives the locations of objects/events occurring in a study region. The
points could represent trees, animal nests, earthquake epicentres, petty crimes, domiciles of
new cases of influenza, galaxies, etc.
The points may have extra information as attributes (in spatstat called “marks”). The types of
the attributes can be real numbers (e.g. trees annotated with their diameters), categorical
values (e.g. ants labelled by species), or logical values (e.g. on/off). The spatial region where
the points are observed can have a very complicated shape (an arbitrary polygon or a binary
pixel image mask). The point pattern data can be accompanied by other kinds of covariate
data, such as a line segment pattern (e.g. map of geological faults) or a pixel image (e.g.
map of terrain elevation). Patterns of many thousands of points can be analysed.
spatstat is designed to support a complete statistical analysis of a spatial point pattern
dataset. It contains functions for
- data handling
- exploratory data analysis
- model-fitting
- simulation
- spatial sampling
- model diagnostics
- formal inference

4.2.2.

Typical scientific questions concerning point patterns 6

Intensity
‘Intensity’ is the average density of points (expected number of points per unit area). Intensity
may be constant (‘uniform’) or may vary from location to location (‘non-uniform’ or inhomogeneous’).
Interaction
‘Interpoint interaction’ is stochastic dependence between the points in a point pattern. Usually we
expect dependence to be strongest between points that are close to one another.

6

see: Analysing spatial point patterns in R. Adrian Baddeley, Workshop Notes, February 2008.
http://www.csiro.au/resources/pf16h.html
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Example: Locations of 65 saplings of pine tree in a 5.7 × 5.7 metre square sampling region in a natural
stand. Main question: is the spacing between saplings greater than would be expected for a random
pattern? (reflecting competition for resources).
Covariate effects
For a point pattern dataset with covariate data, we typically investigate whether the intensity depends
on the covariates allow for covariate effects on intensity before studying interaction between points.
Example: Locations of 3605 trees in a forest, with supplementary grid map of elevation (altitude). Main
questions: (1) does tree density depend on slope? (2) after accounting for variation in tree density due
to slope, is there evidence of clustering of trees?
Example: A intensive mineralogical survey yields a map of copper deposits (essentially pointlike at this
scale) and geological faults (straight lines). The faults can easily be observed from satellites, but the
copper deposits are hard to find. The main question is whether the faults are ‘predictive’ for copper
deposits (e.g. copper less/more likely to be found near faults).
Segregation of points with different marks
In a marked, i.e. attributed, point pattern, we need to investigate whether points with different mark
values are ‘segregated’ (found in different parts of the study region).
Example: In a 20-hectar study region the locations of 2251 trees and the botanical classification of
each tree were recorded. Main question: is the study region divided into domains where a single tree
species dominates, or are the different species randomly interspersed?

Dependence between points of different types
In a point pattern dataset with categorical marks, (a multitype point pattern), dependence
between the different types may be formulated either as
• interaction between the sub-pattern of points of type i and the sub-pattern of points of type j;
or
• dependence between the mark values of points at two specified locations.
Example: The retina is a flat sheet containing several layers of cells. Amacrine cells occupy
two adjacent layers, the ‘on’ and ‘off’ layers. In a microscope field of view, the locations of all
amacrine cells were mapped, and classified into ‘on’ and ‘off’. Main question: is there
evidence that the ‘on’ and ‘off’ layers grew independently of one another?

4.2.3.

Short Introduction to statistical point pattern analysis

Usually the observed point pattern x will be treated as a realisation of a random point
process X in two-dimensional space. A point process is simply a random set of points; the
number of points is random, as well as the locations of the points. Our goal is usually to
estimate parameters of the distribution of X.
The “standard model” assumes that the point process X extends throughout 2-D space, but
is observed only inside a region W, the “sampling window”. Our data consist of an unordered
set

x = {x1 , . . . , x n }, x i ∈W , n ≥ 0
of points xi in W. The window W is fixed and known. Usually our goal is inference about
parameters of X.
When we analyse numerical data, we often begin by taking the sample mean. The analogue
of the mean or expected value of a random variable is the intensity of a point process.
‘Intensity’ is the average density of points (expected number of points per unit area). Intensity
may be constant (‘uniform’ or ‘homogeneous’) or may vary from location to location
(‘inhomogeneous’).
If the point process X is homogeneous, then for any sub-region B of two-dimensional space,
the expected number of points in B is proportional to the area of B:
E[N(X ∩ B)] = λ area(B)
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and the constant of proportionality λ is
the intensity. Intensity units are
numbers per unit area (1/length2). If
we know that a point process is
homogeneous, then the empirical
density of points,

λ=

n( x )
area(W )

is an unbiased estimator of the true
intensity λ.
A Poisson process, is the stochastic
process in which events occur
continuously and independently of one
another.

Figure 7: Observed point pattern an sampling window

The homogeneous Poisson process of intensity λ > 0 has the properties
(PP1): the number N(X ∩ B) of points falling in any region B is a Poisson random variable;
(PP2): the expected number of points falling in B is E[N(X ∩ B)] = λ ・ area(B);
(PP3): if B1,B2 are disjoint sets then N(X∩B1) and N(X∩B2) are independent random
variables;
(PP4): given that N(X ∩ B) = n, the n points are independent and uniformly distributed in B.
The list is redundant; (PP2) and (PP3) are sufficient.
The inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity function λ (u), u ∈ R2, is a modification
of the homogeneous Poisson process, in which properties (PP2) and (PP4) above are
replaced by
(PP2’): the number N(X ∩ B) of points falling in a region B has expectation

E[ N ( X ∩ B) = ∫ λ (u ) du
B

(PP4’): given that N(X ∩ B) = n, the n points are independent and identically distributed, with

∫

common probability density f(u) = λ(u)/I, where I = λ (u ) du
B
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Part B: Case Study with R
1. The case study Schluchsee
For the region of the Schluchsee, Germany, the damage of trees due to air pollution has
been surveyed. About 36 000 trees have been classified in 4 groups (1= no damage, 2=small
damage, 3=medium damage, 4=high damage). In addition, a number of soil probes have
been taken and the pH values have been evaluated.

2. Kriging with R
To check if there is any correlation between pH value and degree of damage, we have first to
interpolate the measured pH-values. Here ordinary kriging will be used.
Before interpolating the data, we want first to explore it a little bit more in detail.
The original pH-values data set is subdivided randomly into two datasets. The first one
(soil_pH_training_xy.csv) we will use for the interpolation; the second one
(soil_pH_test_xy.csv) we use to validate the interpolation.

2.1.

Loading the data

The datasets are given as comma separated text files, so we can read them into a data
frame:
> ph_t<+ read.table("soil_pH_training_xy.csv",header=TRUE,sep=";",dec=".")
> summary(ph_t)
ID
pH
x
y
Min.
: 1.00
Min.
:4.200
Min.
:3429798
Min.
:5297896
1st Qu.: 58.75
1st Qu.:5.600
1st Qu.:3431453
1st Qu.:5299596
Median :116.50
Median :6.100
Median :3432932
Median :5301208
Mean
:116.50
Mean
:6.139
Mean
:3432867
Mean
:5301117
3rd Qu.:174.25
3rd Qu.:6.600
3rd Qu.:3434351
3rd Qu.:5302733
Max.
:232.00
Max.
:7.900
Max.
:3435800
Max.
:5304203
As we want to work with spatial data, let’s convert the data frame to a spatial data frame by
defining x,y as our coordinate columns and assigning a coordinate system (which is not
really needed for our analysis, as all our data is given with respect to the same coordinate
system). As the spatial data frame comes with the sp package (which is the base of many
other spatial related packages), we have first to load the package:
> library(sp)
> coordinates(ph_t)<-~x+y
> ph_t@proj4string<-CRS("+init=epsg:41367")
> summary(ph_t)
Object of class SpatialPointsDataFrame
Coordinates:
min
max
x 3429798 3435800
y 5297896 5304203
Is projected: TRUE
proj4string : [+init=epsg:41367]
Number of points: 232
Data attributes:
ID
pH
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Min.
: 1.00
1st Qu.: 58.75
Median :116.50
Mean
:116.50
3rd Qu.:174.25
Max.
:232.00

2.2.

Min.
:4.200
1st Qu.:5.600
Median :6.100
Mean
:6.139
3rd Qu.:6.600
Max.
:7.900

Exploring the data

To get an overview, first let’s plot the data. There
are many functions for plotting, e.g. the sp package
includes one adapted to our spatial data frame:
> spplot(ph_t,zcol="pH")
Figure 8: Plotting pH values using spplot

Another alternative is to use the xyplot from the
lattice graphics package which some additional
parameters:
> library(lattice)
> xyplot(y ~ x, as.data.frame(ph_t),
+ asp=”iso”, panel=function(x, ...) {
+ panel.points(coordinates(ph_t),
+ cex=ph_t$pH-min(ph_t$pH), pch=1,
+ col="blue");
+ panel.grid(h=-1, v=-1,
+ col="darkgrey")})
The xyplot allows the use of panel functions to
superimpose different kinds of plots, in this case
one point set and the grid lines on top of the main
x-y (scatter) plot. Each panel.* method can have

Figure 9: Plotting pH values using xyplot

optional graphics parameters; in this case we used
cex= to specify maximum point size, pch= to
specify the printing character shape, and col= to
specify the character colour. Colours may be given
by an RGB code or by name, see ?colors and
?col2rgb. The aspect="iso" argument scales the
map so that the same distance in the N–S and E–
W directions is represented by the same distance
on the map.
Next let’s plot the histogram of the pH-values:
> hist(ph_t$pH)
and the Normal QQ-Plot
> qqnorm(ph_t$pH); qqline(ph_t$pH)
(the semicolon ; just combines two R command
lines. The second method qqline just adds a line
which passes through the first and third quartiles).

Figure 10: Histogram of pH-values

From the histogram we can clearly see that there is no skewness in our data, so no log
transformation is needed; from the QQPlot we see that our data is near to normal distribution
so no Box-cox transformation of the data is needed.
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2.3.

Calculating the variogram

The first step in any kriging prediction is to model the regionalised target variable.
gstat provides methods for each of these steps:
1. The variogram method computes the experimental variogram as a variogram object;
2. The vgm method creates a variogram model object;
3. The fit.variogram method adjusts a variogram model object to a variogram object.
First we examine the variogram cloud to see all the pointpairs; then we compute the experimental
variogram. Then we specify a variogram model and its initial parameters (determined by eye
looking at the experimental variogram); finally we fit it.

The variogram method has optional arguments to specify maximum distance, lag widths,
directions, directional tolerances, and whether the robust Cressie estimator should be used.
In this case we use the default estimator but specify the bin widths (lag) and cutoff. The
cutoff parameter specifies the spatial separation distance up to which point pairs are included
in semivariance estimates; as a default, the length of the diagonal of the box spanning the
data is divided by three.
> library(gstat)
> v<-variogram(ph_t$pH ~ 1, data=ph_t, cutoff=1800, cloud=T)
> plot(v)
From the semivariance cloud it can be seen that there are enough point pairs to fix the bin
widths (lag size) to e.g. 300.
> v<-variogram(ph_t$pH ~ 1, data=ph_t, cutoff=3000, width=300)

Figure 11: Cloud of pointpairs, empirical variogram, and emperical variograms for different directions
(anisotropy)

To check for anisotropy different quadrant angles can be defined e.g.
> vs<-variogram(ph_t$pH ~ 1, data=ph_t, cutoff=3000, width=200,
+ alpha=c(0,45,90,135))
The initial variogram parameters (Spherical form, partial sill 0.38, range 2000, nugget 0.28) are
estimated by eye.
> vg<-vgm(0.32,"Sph",1500,0.28)
> plot(v,model=vg)
In the next step, the pH values can be predicted best on our variogram function, which defines
the weights for our observations.
First we have to create a grid with the locations of the points to interpolate:
> g <- expand.grid(x=seq(from=min(coordinates(ph_t)[,1]),
+ to=max(coordinates(ph_t)[,1]), by=250),
+ y=seq(from=min(coordinates(ph_t)[,2]),
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+ to=max(coordinates(ph_t)[,2]), by=250) )
and the proper coordinate system has to be assigned (the matrix will be transformed to a
SpatialPoint-object).
> coordinates(g)<-~x+y
> g@proj4string<-CRS("+init=epsg:41367")
Now we are ready for predicting. gstat provides the krige method for univariate kriging. We must
supply a formula for the spatial dependence (here, pH ~ 1 for a stationary field), the object
containing the sample data and from which the coordinates can be extracted (here, ph_t), an
object with locations to be predicted (here, g) and named coordinates as in the sample data
object, and a model of spatial dependence (variogram) (here, vg):
k<-krige(pH ~1,locations=ph_t,newdata=g,model=vg)
> summary(k)
Object of class SpatialPointsDataFrame
Coordinates:
min
max
x 3429798 3435798
y 5297896 5304146
Is projected: TRUE
proj4string : [+init=epsg:41367]
Number of points: 650
Data attributes:
var1.pred
var1.var
Min.
:4.844
Min.
:0.3501
1st Qu.:5.880
1st Qu.:0.3923
Median :6.236
Median :0.4131
Mean
:6.167
Mean
:0.4218
3rd Qu.:6.484
3rd Qu.:0.4409
Max.
:6.961
Max.
:0.5920
The kriged object has both the predictions (field var1.pred) and variances of the predictions (field
var1.var).

For a comfortable plot of the prediction map and the variances the kresults plot function of
DG Rossitter 7 has been adopted (see Appendix). First the script has to be loaded
> source("kplot.R")
then the function can be called
> plot.kresults(k,"var1",ph_t,f="pH",title="pH Schluchsee")

2.4.

Validation

For validating the data a second data set, not used for the variogram and the prediction, can
be used. As the second data set is given in the shape format, readShapePoints of the
maptools library will be used for reading the data.
> library(maptools)
> pt<+ readShapePoints("soil_pH_test",
+ proj4string=CRS("+init=epsg:41367"))
Now we will predict the pH values at the location of the data set points. First, we need to
extract the coordinates:
> ks<-coordinates(pt)

7

DG Rossitter, 2007: Co-kriging with the gstat package of the R environment for statistical computing.
http://www.itc.nl/personal/rossiter/teach/R/R_ck.pdf
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The result is a matrix, but we need a spatial data frame with defined coordinate columns and
coordinate reference system:
> kss<-as.data.frame(ks)
> coordinates(kss)<-~coords.x1+coords.x2
> kss@proj4string <-CRS("+init=epsg:41367")
Now we can use ordinary kriging to predict the values at the locations of our test data set:
> ktest<-krige(pH ~1,locations=ph_t,newdata=kss,model=vg)
The differences of the predicted values and the original sample can be analysed:
> diff<-ktest$var1.pred-pt@data$pH
> summary(diff)
Min. 1st Qu.
Median
Mean 3rd Qu.
Max.
-1.72500 -0.28450 0.10350 0.06136 0.49000 1.58100
> sqrt(sum(diff^2)/length(diff)) # RMSE (precision)
[1] 0.6344492
> sum(diff)/length(diff) # mean error (bias)
[1] 0.06136203
There seams to be no bias, where as the RMSE is rather high but acceptable.

2.5.

Exporting the data

Finally, if you want to use the data in another GIS like gvSIG, you have to convert the results
back to an ASCII grid. k is from the class SpatialPointsDataFrame can not directly be
converted. We have to to do the conversion in three steps. First we will convert our list of
points to a SpatialPixelsDataFrame, which stores attribute data where it is present, but need
to store the coordinates and grid indices of those grid cells. And a second step we will
convert it to a SpatialGridDataFrame, which does not need to store coordinates, because they fill
the entire defined grid, but they need to store NA values where attribute values are missing.
Finally we can write this grid to an ASCII file:
> kpdf<-as(k, "SpatialPixelsDataFrame")
> kgdf<-as(kpdf, "SpatialGridDataFrame")
> writeAsciiGrid(kgdf,"pred_pH.asc")

Figure 12: Prediction Map and Prediction Variance Map
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3. Point Pattern Analysis (Intensity Calculation)
In a first task, we will calculate the intensity of damaged trees, i.e. we are interested in
answering the question: What is the intensity, i.e.the average density of trees with high
damage?

3.1.

Preparation and Data loading

After starting R, we will first set the path to our working directory (the location of the data for
our study area), e.g.
> setwd("C:/Data/Workshop_R/Schluchsee_Data")
Next we have to load the spatstat library
> library(spatstat)
The data of the survey of the trees is given as a semicolon separated text file with heading:
x;y;type;damage;age
3431005.6;5304021.4;2;1;0
3431031.2;5304020.1;2;1;0
3430978.6;5303994.8;2;2;0
3431004.3;5303993.6;2;1;0
3431029.9;5303992.4;2;1;0
So we can read the data into a data frame
> tree<-read.table("trees.csv",header=TRUE,sep=";",dec=".")
> str(tree)
'data.frame':
36832 obs. of 5 variables:
$ x
: num 3431006 3431031 3430979 3431004 3431030 ...
$ y
: num 5304021 5304020 5303995 5303994 5303992 ...
$ type : int 2 2 2 2 2 9 2 2 2 2 ...
$ damage: int 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 ...
$ age
: int 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 ...
Or show the starting of the file after restricting the output to 20 lines
> options(max.print=20)
> tree
x
y type damage age
1
3431006 5304021
2
1
0
2
3431031 5304020
2
1
0
3
3430979 5303995
2
2
0
4
3431004 5303994
2
1
0
[ reached getOption("max.print") -- omitted 36828 rows ]]
As you may notice, the coordinate values have been rounded to integer values. By default,
the number of digits shown as result is restricted to 7. This can be changed by setting some
general options for our R environment. There are a lot of options which can be set, e.g.
another useful option is to restrict the number of lines to be printed for large vector and
matrices.
> options(digits=8)
Remark : the digits option is not considered for some summary functions. Here still the
default setting is used.
We can not use the data frame object directly in spatstat. Here all the analysis is based on a
ppp (planar point pattern) object. For creating a ppp object, we need the following
information:
- the locations (i.e. coordinates) of the points to analyze
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- the attributes of the points (optional)
- the sampling window
If we assume a rectangle as sample window (an assumption with is not exactly correct, as
there are regions of other land use than forest in our study area), we can extract all the
information we need from our data frame. First the “observation window”, an owin object
defined by the bounding box of our point data will be created:
> w<-owin(xrange=c(min(tree$x),max(tree$x)),
+ yrange=c(min(tree$y),max(tree$y)),unitname="meters")
To start simple, we will not consider the attributes of the trees in our first analysis but just
using the locations. So we will first select all the trees with a medium or high damage for
further analysis:
> td<-tree[tree$damage>2,]
> td
x
y type damage age
10
3431053.9 5303963.4
2
3
6
14
3431001.7 5303938.2
2
4
6
15
3431027.0 5303937.0
2
3
6
20
3430975.1 5303912.2
2
3
6
Now we are ready to create the ppp object:
> p<-ppp(td$x,td$y,window=w)
> p
planar point pattern: 12272 points
window: rectangle = [3429800, 3435800] x [5297900, 5304200] meters

or with more details
> str(p)
List of 5
$ window
:List of 4
..$ type : chr "rectangle"
..$ xrange: num [1:2] 3429780 3435805
..$ yrange: num [1:2] 5297870 5304211
..$ units :List of 3
.. ..$ singular : chr "meters"
.. ..$ plural
: chr "meters"
.. ..$ multiplier: num 1
.. ..- attr(*, "class")= chr "units"
..- attr(*, "class")= chr "owin"
$ n
: int 12272
$ x
: num [1:12272] 3431054 3431002 3431027 3430975 3431000 ...
$ y
: num [1:12272] 5303963 5303938 5303937 5303912 5303911 ...
$ markformat: chr "none"
- attr(*, "class")= chr "ppp"

3.2.

Exploring the data

Next let’s explore the data.
> summary(p)
Planar point pattern: 12272 points
Average intensity 0.000321 points per
square meters
Window: rectangle = [3429800, 3435800] x
[5297900, 5304200] meters
Window area = 38205700 square meters
Unit of length: 1 meters

The summary gives already information of the
(homogeneous) intensity distribution. In average, we
have 3.21 damaged trees per hectare.
To get an idea of the locations, we can simply plot
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our ppp object:
> plot(p,main="Locations")

To get an impression of local spatial variations in intensity, we can plot a kernel estimate of
intensity:
> plot(density(p))

By default, a Gaussian kernel will be used to calculate an “average” intensity for each (pixel)

Figure 14: Intensity and Quadrat plots of damaged trees

location. Alternatively, we can plot the intensity as contour lines
> contour(density(p))

spatstat is designed to support all the standard types of exploratory data analysis for point
patterns. One example is quadrat counting. The study region is divided into rectangles
(‘quadrats’) of equal size, and the number of points in each rectangle is counted.
> q<-quadratcount(p,10,10)
> plot(p,main="Quadrat count")
> plot(q,col="red",cex=1.5,add=T)

3.3.

Testing for random distribution

The basic ‘reference’ or ‘benchmark’ model of a point process is the uniform Poisson point
process in the plane with intensity λ, sometimes called Complete Spatial Randomness
(CSR). Its basic properties are
• the number of points falling in any region A has a Poisson distribution with mean λ area(A)
• given that there are n points inside region A, the locations of these points are independent
and identically (i.i.d) distributed, and uniformly distributed inside A
• the contents of two disjoint regions A and B are independent.
The uniform Poisson process is often the ‘null model’ in an analysis.
A classical test for the null hypothesis of CSR is the Χ2 test based on quadrat counts. Here
window W is divided into subregions (‘quadrats’) B1, . . . ,Bm of equal area. We count the
numbers of points falling in each quadrat, nj = n(x∩Bj) for j = 1, . . . ,m. Under the null
hypothesis of CSR, the nj are i.i.d. Poisson random variables with the same expected value.
The Pearson Χ2 goodness-of-fit test can be used.
m<-quadrat.test(p,10,10)
> m
Chi-squared test of CSR using quadrat counts
data: p
X-squared = 7630.934, df = 99, p-value < 2.2e-16
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The value returned by quadrat.test is an object of class "htest" (the standard R class for
hypothesis tests). Printing the object gives comprehensible output about the outcome of the
test. Inspecting the p-value, we see that with a p-Value much smaller than the significance
level 0.05, the test does reject the null hypothesis of CSR for the trees data.
> plot(m)

Plotting the object will display
the quadrats, annotated by
their observed and expected
counts and the Pearson
residuals, i.e. the raw residual
observed minus estimated
counts, scaled by the square
root of the estimated value
(observed counts nj at top left;
expected count at top right;
Pearson residuals at bottom). If
the original data were Poisson,
this
transformation
approximately standardises the
residuals so that they have
mean zero and variance 1
when the model is true. A
Pearson residual of more than
10 is a gross departure from
the fitted model.
Typically a more powerful test
of CSR is the KolmogorovSmirnov test in which we
Figure 15: Plotted results of Quadrat test
compare the observed and
expected distributions of the values of some function T. We specify a real-valued function
T(x, y) defined at all locations (x, y) in the window. We evaluate this function at each of the
data points. Then we compare this empirical distribution of values of T with the predicted
distribution of values of T under CSR, using the classical Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
In spatstat the spatial Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is performed by kstest. This function is
generic. The method for point patterns, kstest.ppp, performs the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for
CSR.
If X is the data point pattern, then
> kstest(X, fun)

performs the test, where fun is a function(x,y) in the R language. For example, let’s consider
our tree data and choose the function T to be the x coordinate, T(x, y) = x. This means we
are simply comparing the observed and expected distributions of the x coordinate.
> ks<-kstest(p,function(x,y){x})
> ks
Spatial Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of CSR
data:

covariate ‘function(x, y) {
x}’ evaluated at points of ‘p’
and transformed to uniform distribution under CSR
D = 0.1509, p-value < 2.2e-16
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alternative hypothesis: twosided
> plot(ks)

From the plot we can conclude that
our data is not so homogeneous as
it looks from the quadrat test.
Looking from west to east, there is
some deviation in the middle of our
study area.

Figure 16: Plot of Spatial Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of
CSR

3.4.

Model Fitting for Inhomogeneous Data

For an inhomogeneous Poisson Process we are interested in an estimation of the intensity
as a function of the location. Usually, Liklihood method are used. Without giving the theory,
an log-Liklihood estimation can be calculated based the observation, if the intensity function
log λθ (u) = θ · S(u) where S(u) is a real-valued function of location u. The form of S is
arbitrary so this is not much of a restriction. In practice S(u) could be a function of the spatial
coordinates of u, or an observed covariate, or a mixture of both.
The fitting function is called ppm (‘point process model’). The statistic S(u) is specified by an
R language formula. The basic syntax is:
> ppm(X, ~trend)

where X is the point pattern dataset, and ~trend is an R formula with no left-hand side. This
should be viewed as a model with log link, so the formula ~trend specifies the form of the
logarithm of the intensity function.
To fit the homogeneous Poisson model:
> mh<-ppm(p, ~1)
> mh
Stationary Poisson process
Uniform intensity:

0.000321208895265148

To fit an inhomogeneous Poisson model with an intensity that is log-linear in the Cartesian
coordinates, i.e. λθ ((x, y)) = exp(θ0 + θ1 x + θ2 y),
> m1<-ppm(p,~x+y)
> m1
Nonstationary Poisson process
Trend formula: ~x + y
Fitted coefficients for trend formula:
(Intercept)
x
y
7.649432e+02 -1.391242e-04 -5.573177e-05

A quadratic function in the coordinates will be fitted by
> m2<-ppm(p,~polynom(x,y,2))
> m2
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Nonstationary Poisson process
Trend formula: ~polynom(x, y, 2)
Fitted coefficients for trend formula:
(Intercept)
polynom(x, y, 2)[x]
polynom(x, y, 2)[y]
-4.380373e+06
7.090229e-01
1.193704e+00
polynom(x, y, 2)[x^2] polynom(x, y, 2)[x.y] polynom(x, y, 2)[y^2]
-7.423902e-08
-3.763478e-08
-1.004144e-07

The value returned by the model-fitting function ppm is an object of class "ppm" that
represents the fitted model. The following standard operations can be applied to point
process models (i.e. these operations have methods for the class "ppm"):
print print basic information
summary print detailed summary information
plot plot the fitted intensity
predict compute the fitted intensity
fitted compute the fitted intensity at data points
update re-fit the model
coef extract the fitted coefficient vector b
vcov variance-covariance matrix of b
anova analysis of deviance
logLik log-likelihood value

Figure 17: Plots of ppm object

For example, plot(p) will plot the three plots of Figure 17.
After fitting a point process model to a point pattern dataset, we should check that the model
is a good fit (‘goodness-of-fit’), and that each component assumption of the model was
appropriate (‘validation’).
Model checking can be either ‘formal’ or ‘informal’. Formal techniques are based on detailed
probabilistic assumptions about the data, and allow us to make probabilistic statements
about the outcome. They include hypothesis tests, p-values, Bayesian model selection, Χ2
tests, goodness-of-fit tests and Monte Carlo tests.
In contrast, ‘informal’ tools do not impose assumptions on the data and their interpretation
depends on human judgement. A typical example is the residual, defined for each
observation by (residual) = (observed) - (fitted). If the model is a good fit, then the residuals
should be ‘noise’, centred around zero.
A goodness-of-fit test is a formal test of the null hypothesis that the model is true, against the
very general alternative that the model is not true. The Χ2 goodness-of-fit test based on
quadrat counts can be applied to a fitted Poisson model, homogeneous or inhomogeneous.
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Under the null hypothesis, the quadrat counts are independent Poisson variables with
different mean values, and the means are estimated by the fitted model.
>
>
>
>

m3<-ppm(p,~polynom(x,y,3))
m<-quadrat.test(m3,nx=10,ny=10)
plot(p)
m
Chi-squared test of fitted model ‘m3’ using quadrat counts

data: data from m3
X-squared = 3994.334, df = 90, p-value < 2.2e-16
> plot(m,add=T,col="red")

Still the null hypothesis, i.e. our model fits with the observations, is rejected. Using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, it can be seen that a better fitting as for a homogeneous Poisson
process has been achieved.
> ks<-kstest(m3,function(x,y){x})
> plot(ks)

3.5.

Covariate Fitting

It is also possible to fit an inhomogeneous Poisson process model with an intensity function
that depends on an observed covariate. Let Z(u) be a covariate that has been measured at
every location u in the study window. Then Z(u), or any transformation of it, can serve as the
statistic S(u) in the parametric form for the intensity function.
In the following the elevation is used as a covariate.
> library(maptools)
> dem<-readAsciiGrid("dem.asc",proj4string=CRS("+init=epsg:41367"))

The ppm object accepts a data frame or a list of images. Thus we have to convert our spatial
data frame
> d<-as.im(as.image.SpatialGridDataFrame(dem))

To fit the inhomogeneous Poisson model with intensity which is a loglinear function of
elevation, i.e.

λ (u ) = e

β 0 + β1 Z ( u )

where β0, β1 are parameters and Z(u) is the slope at location u, we type
> fit<-ppm(p,~dem,covariates=list(dem=d))
> fit
Nonstationary Poisson process
Trend formula: ~dem
Fitted coefficients for trend formula:
(Intercept)
dem
-14.183945419
0.005671502

In the call to ppm, the argument covariates should be a list of name=value pairs. The names
should match the variables appearing in the model formula. The values should be pixel
images. The printout includes the fitted coefficients , 1 so the fitted model is
λ(u) = exp(−14.18394519 + 0.005671502 Z(u)).
It might be more appropriate to fit the inhomogeneous Poisson model with intensity that is
proportional to elevation,
λ(u) = β Z(u) where again Z(u) is the elevation at u. Equivalently
log λ(u) = log β + log Z(u).
There is no coefficient in front of the term log Z(u), so this term is an ‘offset’. To fit this model,
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> fit<-ppm(p,~offset(log(dem)),covariates=list(dem=d))
> fit
Nonstationary Poisson process
Trend formula: ~offset(log(dem))
Fitted coefficients for trend formula:
(Intercept)
-15.00182

The fitted coefficient is the constant log β, so converting back to the previous form, the fitted
model is

λ (u ) = e

−15.00182

Z (u ) = 3.05346E - 7 Z(u)

The Quadrat test as well as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows, that the tree damages can’t
be modelled just with the elevation.
Nevertheless, the final model can be used to predict the intensity
> plot(predict(fit,type=~trend,ngrid=256))

Figure 18: Plot of Godness-of-fit

3.6.

Exporting the prediction

Writing the predicted values to an (ArcGIS) Ascii-file is a little bit trickier, as by the ngridparameter no quadratic cells of the grid are assured. Thus if we want to use the prediction in
another GIS, we have to use a predefined regular grid as locations for the prediction.
> g <- expand.grid(x=seq(from= min(coordinates(td)[,1]),
to=max(coordinates(td)[,1]), by=250),
y=seq(from=min(coordinates(td)[,2]),
to=max(coordinates(td)[,2]), by=250))

In the prediction function, we need a data frame as input:
gd<-as.data.frame(g)

Now we can predict the values for the grid cell locations:
l<-predict(fit,type=~trend,locations=gd)

Specifying the location parameter, the result of the prediction will be not an image, but just a
vector of the predicted values:
> str(l)
num [1:650] 0.000287 0.000272 0.000261 0.000266 0.000293 ...

So we have to append the vector as new field to our data frame:
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> gd<-cbind(gd,l)

which has to be converted to a SpatialPoint object
> coordinates(gd)<-~x+y
> gd@proj4string<-CRS("+init=epsg:41367")

Now it can be converted as usual
> kpdf<-as(gd, "SpatialPixelsDataFrame")
> kgdf<-as(kpdf, "SpatialGridDataFrame")
> writeAsciiGrid(kgdf,"pred_int.asc")

Appendix
Plotting Script
#plotting kriging results
#author: D. Schroeder
#as a modification of the script by DG Rossiter, ITC Enschede
#
plot.kresults <- function(kr.o, var1, samp.pts,
f=1, title="") {
to.eval <- paste("plot.kr <- levelplot(",
paste(var1,"pred",sep="."),
" ~ x+y, as.data.frame(kr.o),aspect='iso',
col.regions=bpy.colors(64), cut=32,main=paste(title, 'Prediction'),
panel = function(x, ...) {
panel.levelplot(x, ...);
panel.points(coordinates(samp.pts), pch=20,col='red',
#still show minimum
cex=1.6* ((samp.pts[[f]]) 0.9 * min((samp.pts[[f]])))
);
panel.grid(h=-1, v=-1, col='darkgrey')
})" );
eval(parse(text=to.eval));
to.eval <- paste("plot.kr.e <- levelplot(",
paste(var1,"var",sep="."),
"~ x+y, as.data.frame(kr.o),
aspect='iso',
col.regions=cm.colors(64), cut=32,
main=paste(title, 'Prediction variance'),
panel = function(x, ...) {
panel.levelplot(x, ...);
panel.points(coordinates(samp.pts), col='green', pch=20,
cex=.6);
panel.grid(h=-1, v=-1, col='darkgrey')
})" );
eval(parse(text=to.eval));
print(plot.kr, split = c(1,1,2,1), more=T);
print(plot.kr.e, split = c(2,1,2,1), more=F)
}
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